1-Methyl-4-phenyl-pyridinium (MPP+) uptake does not explain the differential toxicity of MPP+ in the nigrostriatal and mesolimbic dopaminergic pathways.
The present study examined the possible differential toxicity of 1-methyl-4-phenyl-pyridinium (MPP+) in the nigrostriatal and mesolimbic dopaminergic pathways in BALB/c mice, and investigated whether MPP+ uptake may account for this differential toxicity. Results indicated that chronic MPP+ infusions to the striatum (ST) and nucleus accumbens (NAc) both produced a toxicity on dopamine (DA) neurons. However, MPP+ produced a more severe DA depletion in the ST than in the NAc. Kinetic analyses from MPP+ uptake studies revealed a similar Km value in both the ST and NAc, suggesting that the affinity for MPP+ uptake is not different. The Vmax was approximately 1.6-fold higher in the ST than in the NAc. These results together suggest that chronic MPP+ infusions produce a differential toxicity on DA neurons in the nigrostriatal and mesolimbic dopaminergic pathways and that the ability of MPP+ uptake in DA terminals probably does not account for this differential toxicity.